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Abstract

Despite advances in mixed tin-lead (Sn-Pb) perovskite-based solar cells, achieving
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both high- efficiency and long-term device stability remains a major challenge. Current

device deficiencies stem partly from inefficient carrier transport, originating from defects

and improper band energy alignment among the device’s interfaces. Developing

multifunctional interlayer materials simultaneously addressing the above concerns poses

an excellent strategy. Herein, through molecular and crystal engineering, we synthesized

an amine-functionalized C60 mono-adduct derivative (C60-2NH3 = bis(2-aminoethyl)

malonate-C60) is utilized for the synthesis of the first crystalline fullerene-based 2D metal

halide semiconductor, namely (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. Single crystal XRD studies elucidated the

structure of the new material, while DFT calculations highlighted the strong contribution

of C60-2NH3 to the electronic density of states of the conduction band of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6.

Utilization of C60-2NH3 as an interlayer between a FA0.6MA0.4Pb0.7Sn0.3I3 perovskite and a

C60 layer offered superior band energy alignment, reduced non-radiative recombination,

and enhanced carrier mobility. The corresponding perovskite solar cell (PSC) device

achieved a PCE value of 21.64%, maintaining 90% of its initial efficiency, after being

stored under an N2 atmosphere for 2400 h. Our work sets the foundation for developing a

new family of functional materials, namely Fullerene Metal Halide Semiconductors

(FMHS), targeting applications from photovoltaics to catalysis, transistors, and

supercapacitors.

Keywords: Band energy alignment, charge transfer, fullerene-based semiconductors,

ideal-bandgap, multifunctional interfaces, perovskite solar cells
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1. Introduction.

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) pose as a next-generation photovoltaic technology with

immense potential for commercialization.[1] The heart of the device is an

organic-inorganic (hybrid) perovskite semiconductor serving as the light-absorbing layer,

which bears an unparallel combination of attributes, such as fine tunable optical,

mechanical and electronic properties,[2] low-cost solution processability,[3] long carrier

lifetimes[4] and diffusion lengths,[5] and high light absorption coefficients.[6] By means of

material and device engineering, the maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE) of

single-junction PSCs using ~1.55 eV-bandgap light absorbers grew from 3.8% to 26.1%

in almost 15 years.[7] Despite the impressive PCE values, limitations still hinder device

performance from reaching the theoretical efficiency values of ~30%.[8]

The presence of multiple interfaces within a solar cell device, consisting of the

electron transporting layer (ETL), light absorbing layer, hole transporting layer (HTL),

and of course the electrodes, increases the system complexity and promotes the presence

of traps and defects. The latter can impact band edge energy alignment among the layers

and hinder carrier transport.[9] In particular, 2,2′,7,7′-Tetra-kis(N,

N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9′-spirobifluorene which is the most common HTL

material in n-i-p PSCs, features issues pertaining to its low hole mobility,[10] poor

conductivity,[11] thermal instability,[12] significant voltage losses,[13] and poor adhesion on

the perovskite surface.[14] Similarly, fullerene (C60) or [6,6]-phenyl-C₆₁-butyric acid

methyl ester (PCBM) serving as ETL, demonstrate disadvantages such as aggregation at

the interfaces,[15] and dimerization issues under light illumination that hinder charge

transport.[16]
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Towards addressing the above concerns, utilization of novel, functionalized HTLs or

ETLs has proven to alleviate the aforementioned issues, offering at the same time high

PCE values and long-term environmental stability.[17] Of particular interest is the use of

custom-made fullerene-based molecules, e.g., PCBM, serving either as the ETL in the

most inverted (p-i-n) PSCs or as interlayers among the light-absorbing layer and the ETL.

In this regard, Li et al. reported that by adding a fullerene derivative,

fullerene-n-butyl-pyridine (C60-BPy) among the perovskite layer and the ETL, the

C60-BPy can be anchored to the perovskite surface through coordination, modulate the

interfacial energy level arrangement, and increase the carrier transport capacity.[18] Zhou

et al. developed an amino-functionalized fullerene derivative (C60-BPAM) incorporated

into a 2D/3D hybrid perovskite solar cell, leading to an increase in the electron density in

the 2D/3D perovskite thus inducing an additional built-in electric field that facilitates

electron transfer in PSCs.[19] Xing et al. assembled corannulene and C60 into a smooth and

compact film by a strategy that retards and inhibits the spontaneous aggregation of C60

and enhances electron transport.[20] You et al. introduced a phosphonate

acid-functionalized fullerene derivative as a grain-boundary modulator in hybrid cationic

perovskite to consolidate the crystal structure, which improves the film’s tolerance to

light, heat, and moisture.[21] Fakharuddin et al., synthesized a triethylleneglycol C60

mono-adduct derivative (termed as EPF03) and tested it as a novel electron transport

material to replace PCBM in inverted PSCs. They found that PSC enhanced performance

derived from improved electron extraction and reduced recombination.[22] Sun et al.

utilized a series of regio-isomers (trans-2, trans-3, trans-4) of diethylmalonate-C60

bis-adduct (DCBA) as ETLs. Their utilization gave rise to a shallower-lying conduction
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band position, favorable molecular packing, and enhanced interfacial interaction.[23] Jiang

et al. assembled a series of fullerene dyads FP-Cn (n = 4, 8, 12) to replace PCBM as an

electron transport layer, where fullerene is linked with a terpyridine chelating group via a

flexible alkyl chain of different lengths as a spacer. Corresponding devices recorded a

PCE value of 21.69%, higher than that of PCBM/C60 (20.09%), benefiting from

improved electron extraction and transport as well as reduced charge recombination

loss.[24] Yin et al. developed a new type of ETM by polymerizing C60 fullerene with an

aromantic linker unit. The resultant polyfullerene (PFBS-C12) maintained the unique

optoelectronic properties of fullerene molecules and addressed the aforementioned

aggregation problem of C60 and PCBM.[25]

Despite the plethora of functionalized C60molecules and their undoubtful positive

impact on device performance, there is a lack of direct structural evidence at the interface

between the perovskite layer and the ETL, that can consolidate the affinity and the

interaction among the two layers. To address this severe deficiency, we utilized molecular

and crystal engineering to design and synthesize a crystalline fullerene-based 2D metal

halide semiconductor, namely (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6, (C60-2NH3 = bis(2-aminoethyl)

malonate-C60). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a crystalline 2D

fullerene-based metal halide semiconductor has been reported in single-crystal form.[26] In

terms of material engineering, the presence of the ammonium functional groups would

allow C60-2NH3 to serve as a counter cation to a perovskite/metal halide compound.

Interestingly, the large size of the fullerene molecule was considered by many

“improbable” to template a proper 2D perovskite network. This is true since adjacent

organic counter-cations in a proper Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) perovskite lay at a distance
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of ~4 Å for the bulkiest perylene-o-ethylammonium based (C20H20ON)2PbI4 2D

perovskite,[27] much smaller than the 7 Å diameter of C60.[28] Apparently, in the case of

(C60-2NH3)Pb2I6, the system overcomes this obstacle by changing the connectivity of the

[PbI6]4- octahedra from fully corner-sharing (for an RP perovskite) to corner and

edge-sharing octahedra, thus creating in plane voids. In return, this configuration allows

the accommodation of the bulkier C60-2NH3 among the 2D layers of the metal halide

material (a proper halide perovskite must consist of corner-sharing octahedra only,

similar to oxide perovskites).[29] Single crystal and powder XRD studies elucidated the

structure of the new material. Density functional theory (DFT) studies shed light on its

electronic properties, revealing a type-II band alignment between the organic and

inorganic sublayers in sharp contrast to current reported 2D RP and DJ perovskites.[30].

The corresponding compound, due to its hybrid nature, is expected to have a strong

affinity with both the perovskite layer and the C60 layer through electrostatic and π-π

interactions respectively, thus facilitating carrier transport across layers. To test our

hypothesis on its potential in PSCs we utilized (C60-2NH3) as an interlayer film between a

perovskite layer with a composition of FA0.6MA0.4Pb0.7Sn0.3I3 and the C60 layer. It was

demonstrated that the C60-2NH3-modified perovskite films exhibited superior energy

level arrangement at the interface, which significantly suppressed non-radiative

recombination and enhanced carrier transport. Based on this design, we obtained a

21.64% PCE value for mix Sn-Pb 1.34 eV-ideal-bandgap PSCs. Notably, our

C60-2NH3-modified devices realized enhanced long-term stability by retaining 90% of

their original efficiency after 2400 h of storage under a nitrogen atmosphere, coupled

with enhanced air and moisture stability. Our work sets the foundation for the
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development of a new family of functional materials, namely Fullerene Metal Halide

Semiconductors (FMHS), which can be utilized for applications beyond photovoltaics, to

catalysis,[31] transistors,[32] and supercapacitors.[33]

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of the Amino-Functionalized Fullerene

Derivative and Metal Halide Material

The amino-functionalized fullerene derivative (abbreviated as C60-2NH3I2) was

synthesized facilely via a three-step reaction as an iodide salt. As shown in Scheme S1

(Supporting Information), the first step is the synthesis of the functionalized malonate

ester. It was acquired based on a previously reported procedure by treatment of 2.2 eq of

tert-butyl N-(2-hydroxyethyl) carbamate in dry methylene chloride with 1 eq of malonyl

chloride and 1.5 eq of pyridine (Figures S1-S3, Supporting Information).[34] The second

step is a Bingel-Hirsch reaction to synthesize the fullerene-malonate monoadduct

(Scheme S2, Figures S4 and S5, Supporting Information).[35] To that end, 1eq of C60, 1.5

eq CBr4, 1.5 eq malonate, and 3 eq of DBU were mixed at 0 °C. The reaction is

completed after 2 h. The monoadduct is collected after purification with column

chromatography and characterized with NMR and mass spectrometry (see Supporting

Information). Finally, the carbamate-protecting groups on monoadduct were removed

using hydriodic acid in methylene chloride to generate C60-2NH3I2 (Scheme S3, Figures

S6 and S7, Supporting Information).

For the material synthesis, we used the anti-solvent method to acquire single crystals

of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. The ligand iodide salt (C60-2NH3I2) and PbI2 were dissolved in
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dimethyl formamide (DMF) and this reaction vial was added inside a larger vial

containing dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as the antisolvent. Slow diffusion of CH2Cl2 gave

rise to dark orange crystals, which are very sensitive to being isolated due to the volatility

of the antisolvent. Fast solvent diffusion can dissolve the crystals instantly upon drying.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies revealed a 2D layered structure that

crystallizes in the triclinic space group P-1 (Figure 1; Table S1, Supporting Information).

The structure consists of single inorganic layers of corner and edge-sharing [PbI6]4-

octahedra that are separated and charged balanced by a double organic layer of opposite

facing C60-2NH3. Evidently, the inorganic layers are eclipsed along the c-axis, laying at a

distance of ~20 Å. There are two crystallographically independent Pb atoms and six I

atoms forming a tetramer of edge-sharing octahedra that propagates in-plane by sharing

corners with adjacent tetramers (Figure 1).

Corresponding Pb(1)-I and Pb(2)-I bond lengths span from 3.011(3) Å to 3.320(2) Å,

and 3.128(3) Å to 3.311(3) Å respectively (Table S4, Supporting Information), while

similar variation is observed for the I-Pb-I angles that range from 84.04(6)° to 174.31(7)°

for the cis and trans arrangements respectively (Table S5, Supporting Information). This

small degree of octahedral distortion is ascribed to the presence of multiple moderate

hydrogen bonds, ranging from 2.3 Å to 3 Å, among the hydrogen atoms of the

ammonium (R-NH3) and the methylene (-CH2-) groups of the organic counter-cations and

the iodide atoms of the inorganic octahedra (Figure S8, Supporting Information).

Moreover, octahedral distortion can be further quantitatively evaluated by the

calculated bond length distortion (Δd), , (di are the six Pb−I bondΔ𝑑 =  1
6

𝑖 =1

6 

∑ (
𝑑𝑖2 

− 𝑑
0

2

𝑑
0

2 )

lengths and d0 is the mean Pb−I bond length within an octahedron), and bond angle
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variance (σ2), , (θi are the 12 I−Pb−I bond angles within anσ2 = 1
11

𝑖 = 1

12

∑ (θ
𝑖

− 90°)2

octahedron).[36] The observed Δd values of 0.03 and 0.02 for the [Pb(1)I6]4- and [Pb(2)I6]4-

respectively, as well as the σ2 values of 16.4 deg.2 and 21.6 deg.2 for the [Pb(1)I6]4- and

[Pb(2)I6]4- respectively, reveal a higher degree of distortion for the (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6over

conventional n=1 2D perovskites, such as (C5H11NH3)2PbI4 (σ2 = 5.7 deg.2),[37]

(C12H25NH3)2PbI4 (σ2 = 5.9 deg.2)[38] and (perylene-O-ethyl-NH3)2PbI4 (σ2 = 3.5 deg.2).[27]

Examining closer the organic part of the structure, C60-2NH3 counter-cations

feature an anti-configuration on each of the organic sublayers, they are eclipsed in-plane,

while they are staggered out-of-plane (along the c stacking axis). Each C60-2NH3 has four

nearest neighbors in-plane, therefore its packing configuration resembles the packing of a

C60 solid, which consists of an fcc lattice of C60 molecules.[39] Adjacent C60-2NH3 lay at a

distance of 3.2 Å in-plane, and at 3.7 Å out-of-plane, indicative of the extensive π-π

interactions among the C60-2NH3 molecules (Figure 2a-c). These values are consistent

with the packing distances of crystalline C60 (~3.1 Å) and the stacking values of graphene

layers in graphite (3.35 Å).[40]

In-house powder X-ray diffraction studies (PXRD) verified the uniform phase

purity of the corresponding material, as the experimental and calculated patterns from

single crystal XRD studies are identical (Figure S9, Supporting Information).

2.2 DFT studies

We used calculations based on density functional theory (DFT, see Supporting

Information) to investigate the electronic and optical properties of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. The

band structure of the compound, shown in Figure 2d, shares common features with
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layered halide perovskites (i.e., with corner-sharing octahedra), such as the absence of

dispersion in the stacking direction and the fact that the valence band maximum (VBM)

is consisting of Pb s-orbitals and I p-orbitals (Figure 2d; Figure S10, Supporting

Information).[41] The electronic states of the organic cation are found ca. 0.2 eV below the

VBM (Figure S11, Supporting Information), where there is no orbital overlap between

the [Pb2I6]2– and [C60-2NH3]2+ moieties. However, in sharp contrast with prototypical

layered halide perovskites, the conduction band minimum (CBM) does not involve the

expected Pb p-orbitals but cation states (Figures 2d, S10 and S11, Supporting

Information), leading to an indirect band gap from V to X, which is calculated at 1.48 eV

with HSE06 hybrid functional corrections (see Supporting Information).

Similarly to layered halide perovskites, we propose to consider (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 as a

composite material resulting from inorganic and organic substructures.[42] In most

perovskites, the low-bandgap inorganic layer combines with the large-bandgap organic

layer to form a type-I quantum well, where charge carriers are confined to the inorganic

network. Here, we can define the two neutral subsystems as Cs2Pb2I6 and C60-2CH3 for

the inorganic and organic layers, respectively (see Supporting Information). The

inorganic layer (Figure 2e) presents a large direct band gap of 2.45 eV at V, with

relatively light in-plane effective masses for holes (mh||=0.45m0) and electron

(me||=0.12m0), given it is a system not-consisting of corner-shared octahedra. In contrast,

the organic C60-2NH3 system (Figure 2f) exhibits a lower band gap of 1.68 eV at X.

Therefore, (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 can be described as a heterostructure with the organic layer as

the low-bandgap material, and the inorganic layer as the large-bandgap material. We

expect the optical properties of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 to be governed by the absorption of
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[C60-2NH3]2+ at lower energy, while the contribution from the inorganic network should

be found at higher energy. This is further supported by the computed band gap of 1.68 eV

for the organic subsystem, which is in close agreement with the measured absorption

threshold using UV-VIS diffuse reflectance studies (1.62 eV, Figure S12, Supporting

Information).

In addition, the band structures point to a type-II band alignment with valence states

almost aligned between the inorganic and organic substructures (Figure 2g). This

configuration plays in favor of the transport of electrons from the inorganic to the organic

layer and the C60 ETL, a feature that is further supported by a battery of characterization

techniques (see next section). In contrast with common layered halide perovskites, the

contribution from the highly polarizable [C60-2NH3]2+ molecules, ε∞[C60-2NH3]=7.1, is

greater than the one of the inorganic network, ε∞[Pb2I6]=4.7 (Figure 2h). As a result, the

dielectric contrast between the organic and inorganic layers is defined by

is significantly smaller than for the classical layered
ε

∞
[𝐶60−2𝑁𝐻3]−ε

∞
[𝑃𝑏2𝐼6]

ε
∞

𝐶60−2𝑁𝐻3[ ]+ε
∞

[𝑃𝑏2𝐼6] ≈ 20%

halide perovskites ( at the same level of theory).[42]≈ 40 − 50%

2.3 Solar cell device assembly

To investigate the effect of C60-2NH3 on the performance of PSCs, we prepared

inverted (p-i-n) mixed Sn-Pb ideal bandgap PSCs with a device architecture as shown in

Figure 3a. The corresponding device structure was designed as such: Indium tin oxide

(ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS)
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/perovskite(FA0.6MA0.4Pb0.7Sn0.3I3)/C60-2NH3/C60/bathocuproine(BCP)/Cu. The presence

of a thin layer of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 can act as a passivating layer improving carrier

transport between the 3D perovskite and the ETL. Regarding the passivation mechanism,

we hypothesized that (Figure 3b), since there is reduced dielectric confinement of the

generated carriers in (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 and the material features high affinity for both the

ETL (π-π interactions) and light absorbing layer (electrostatic interactions), its presence

would be beneficial for the device performance. In order to validate our hypothesis, we

spin-coated a layer of C60-2NH3 on the 3D perovskite films. Corresponding films treated

with C60-2NH3 were considered as the target films, while the untreated ones served as the

control films.

We first conducted PXRD studies to assess the impact of C60-2NH3 modification on

the structural integrity of the films. As depicted in Figure 3c, we observed an increase in

the crystallinity of the perovskite layer and the elimination of residual PbI2 after

modification with 0.75 and 5 mg/mL concentrations of C60-2NH3. Additionally, in the

PXRD patterns post-processed with 5 mg/mL C60-2NH3, an additional peak emerged near

5°, corresponding to the (002) plane of 2D (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. However, no obvious 2D

peaks appeared in the PXRD patterns post-processed with 0.75 mg/mL of C60-2NH3. We

speculate that the limited amount of C60-2NH3 on the surface of perovskite films resulted

in the formation of an ultra-thin (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 layer. To further assess the ability of

C60-2NH3 to suppress PbI2 segregation and induce the formation of 2D (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6

materials, we intentionally introduced excess PbI2 into the perovskite films and applied a

high concentration of C60-2NH3 as post-treatment. As shown in Figure S13 (Supporing

Information), the PbI2 peak is significantly reduced, with two distinct peaks observed at
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5.6° and 8.5°, corresponding to the (002) and (003) planes of 2D (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6.

Corresponding results strongly support the formation of a 2D phase on top of the 3D

perovskite after the C60-2NH3 treatment, thus validating the first part of our hypothesis

pertaining to the actual formation of a 2D layer.

Following this, we investigated the effect of C60-2NH3 post-treatment on the

morphology of perovskite thin films by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), (Figure 3d,

e). Evidently, there was some excess PbI2 at the grain boundaries on the surface of the

thin films of the control devices, whereas in the target films which were post-treated with

C60-2NH3, PbI2 carried out the reaction thus decreased, giving rise to smoother perovskite

films. This was further corroborated by the previous PXRD studies (Figures S13 and S14,

Supporting Information).[43] It is well established that under continuous light and heat,

PbI2 readily decomposes into metallic lead (Pb0) through the release of iodine (I2) vapor.

These substances tend to produce non-radiative complex centers and promote ion

migration, thus accelerating aging and performance degradation of the devices.[44]

Therefore, C60-2NH3 post-treatment can enhance PSCs' life to a certain extent. Moreover,

the grain sizes of both control and target films were around 750 nm to 800 nm without

significant change, as shown in Figure S15 (Supporting Information). Atomic force

microscopy (AFM) revealed that the average roughness of the films in the target films

decreased from 43.9 nm in the control films to 32.2 nm (Figure S16, Supporting

Information), which is attributed to the elimination of PbI2 on the surface of the films. In

return, this behavior favors a uniform coverage of C60 on the Sn-Pb perovskite layer after

the evaporation of C60, thus reducing the leakage current.[17a, 45]

Apparently, Sn2+ in a Sn-Pb perovskite is easily oxidized to Sn4+ thus leading to
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p-type self-doping, and a deep Fermi energy level (EF), which is detrimental to the

performance of PSCs.[46] Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) tests were

performed to probe the effect of C60-2NH3 post-treatment on the energy levels of the

perovskite surfaces (Figure S17, Supporting Information). The secondary electron cutoff

energies of these films and the onset of the valence band maxima (EV) can be used to

estimate the energies of EF and EV, which, in combination with the optical bandgap of

≈1.34 eV, allowed for the derivation of the conduction band minima (EC). In Figure 3f the

band energy levels of perovskite films treated with and without the introduction of

C60-2NH3 are presented. It is evident that compared to the control films, the C60-2NH3

post-treatment was able to bend the energy bands downward, with both EV and EC being

decreased by 0.15 eV. As a result, this promoted an efficient regulation of the energy

level alignment and actually accelerated the electron extraction, thus allowing for a

higher efficiency of electron extraction at the interface.[47] Besides, it is interesting to find

that although the energy band shifts downward, the EF moves upward, from -4.6 eV to

-4.5 eV, which represents an effective suppression of p-type doping on the surface of the

perovskite thin films and a reduction of carrier recombination.[48] In addition, the elevated

EF was further demonstrated with Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measurements

by measuring the surface potentials of the perovskite films with and without C60-2NH3

post-treatment, as shown in Figure 3g, h. It was shown that the average surface potential

of the control film was 0.064 V, and that of the target film was -0.015 V. A calibration by

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (Figure S18, Supporting Information) took

place and the EF of the target and control films was calculated to be -4.53 eV and -4.61

eV, respectively (Table S7,, Supporting Information), matching the results obtained by
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UPS.

To further investigate the molecular interactions between the perovskite films and

C60-2NH3, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies were performed, and the

results are shown in Figure 3i. We compared the positions of the Pb 4f peaks between

those of the control and target films. It was found that the target films' Pb 4f7/2peaks were

shifted by close to 0.17 eV in the direction of the low binding energy, which indicated

that there is some kind of interaction between the C60-2NH3 molecule and the Pb2+, which

also was confirmed by the above XRD and SEM results. Secondly, after the introduction

of C60-2NH3, as shown in Figure S19 (Supporting Information), the binding energies

corresponding to Sn 3d on the surface of perovskite films shifted to lower energy; Sn2+

3d5/2 decreased from 486.82 eV to 486.44 eV, and Sn2+ 3d3/2 reduced from 495.29 eV to

494.84 eV, so this change of the binding energy implied that there is a strong binding

between the perovskite surface ions and C60-2NH3. What’s more, a significant decrease in

the Sn4+ content was observed (Figure S20, Supporting Information), suggesting that

C60-2NH3 can suppress the oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+, thus leading to a decrease in Sn

vacancies and a weakening of the p-type self-doping effect.[49]

Shedding light on the effect of C60-2NH3 post-treatment on the optical properties of

mixed Sn-Pb ideal-bandgap perovskite films, UV-vis spectroscopy studies were

performed. Corresponding absorption spectra of the control and target films, Figure S21

(Supporting Information), showed that there is no significant change in the absorption

intensity of the two films. Furthermore, an optical bandgap of about 1.34 eV was

obtained by the Tauc plot of Figure S22 (Supporting Information). To further characterize

the ultrafast carrier dynamics at the perovskite/C60-2NH3/C60 interface, we performed
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femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TA) tests. C60 was evaporated on two of the films,

which were more consistent with the device structure. For all four films, the contour plot

showed a clear ground state bleaching (GSB) peak at ≈925 nm (Figures S23a-d,

Supporting Information). Evidently, the C60-2NH3-modified film showed a faster GSB

peak intensity, indicating a faster rate of charge extraction from the perovskite film to the

post-processing layer and then to the neighboring ETL.[50] In addition, according to

Figure S24 (Supporting Information), the films with evaporated C60 had much weaker

GSB peak intensities at the same delay time compared to those without evaporated C60,

thus giving rise to extremely fast charge transport. On the contrary, the

perovskite/C60-2NH3/C60 thin films exhibit faster GSB peak intensities and relatively

shorter photogenerated carrier lifetimes. Both these features strongly suggest that the

C60-2NH3post-processing can accelerate the extraction and collection of electrons.

Uncovering the effect of C60-2NH3 on the quality of perovskite films, we evaluated

the Urbach energy (Eu) values obtained by external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra, as

shown in Figure S25 (Supporting Information), which decreased from 24.6 meV in the

control devices to 15.4 meV after post-treatment with C60-2NH3. Considering that the

Urbach energy is a reflection of the energy disorder at the band edges, the decrease in the

Urbach energy suggests that C60-2NH3 leads to less energy disorder at the band edges and

a lower density of defective states.[51] To further evaluate the carrier recombination

kinetics, we measured the relationship between VOC and JSC and light intensity (p)

separately. As shown in Figure 4a, the slope of the curve decreased from 1.36 to 1.20 for

the target device. It was regarded that the effect of the Shockley-Reed-Hall complexation

on the device performance is weaker when the slope of the curve is close to 1.[52]
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Therefore, the introduction of C60-2NH3 reduced the effect of carrier complexation on the

device performance and the nonradiative complexation on the perovskite surface. Also,

according to Figure S26 (Supporting Information), the slope of the curve for the target

device was much closer to 1 than that of the control, indicating that the interfacial

recombination was inhibited, thus favoring carrier extraction.[53] To better illustrate this

point, electrical impedance spectra (EIS) were recorded to further characterize the carrier

complexation behavior of the devices. In Figure 4b, both the target and control devices

showed a major semicircle at low frequencies, which was mainly attributed to a complex

resistor (Rrec) and a constant phase element (CPE). In contrast, the target devices had a

larger semicircle, indicating a higher Rrec and lower carrier recombination in the device,

which facilitated more efficient carrier transport in the devices. Moreover, measurements

of the J-V curves under dark conditions, Figure 4c, revealed that the dark current density

of the device post-treated with C60-2NH3 was nearly one order of magnitude lower than

that of the control device, which indicates that the target device had fewer grain-boundary

defects contributing further to a higher FF.

Taking a step further into identifying the effect of C60-2NH3 modification on the

built-in potential (Vbi) and carrier extraction of the devices, we performed

capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements. According to Figure 4d, the Mott-Schottky

curve was determined and the Vbi of the device was estimated by the following equation:

) (1)1

𝐶2 = 2

𝐴2𝑒ε
𝑟
ε

0
𝑁

𝐴

(𝑉
𝑏𝑖

− 𝑉

where C is the capacitance, A is the device area, e is the elementary charge, εr is the

relative dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, and V is the applied bias.

The Vbi of the control device was 0.455 V while that of the target device was 0.510 V,
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revealing an enhancement of carrier transport in the C60-2NH3-treated devices.

The performance of PSCs depends strongly on the defect state density of the

perovskite film, and to quantitatively estimate the defect state density, we fitted the space

charge limited current (SCLC) profile of the devices. For this purpose, hole-only devices

ITO/PEDOT: PSS/perovskite (the target devices used C60-2NH3 modification)/P3HT/Au

were prepared and J-V curves were obtained. We used the following formula to evaluate

the trap density:

(2)𝑁
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠

=
2ε

0
ε

𝑟
𝑉

𝑇𝐹𝐿

𝑒𝑑2

where Ntraps is the trap density, VTFL is the limiting voltage for filling traps, and d is the

thickness of the perovskite films. As shown in Figure 4e, the VTFL of the target devices

decreased from 0.71 V in the control to 0.48 V, which indicated that the defect density of

the C60-2NH3-treated perovskite was reduced, and the Ntraps of the target devices were

calculated to be reduced from 1.10 × 1015 cm-3 in the control to 7.43 × 1014 cm-3, which

were mainly attributed to the improved quality of the film supported by a reduced number

of defects after the post-treatment. To quantify the change in carrier mobility in thin

films, we utilized the Mott-Gurney law based on the SCLC curves:

(3)µ = 8𝑑3𝐽

9ε
0
ε

𝑟
𝑉2

where J and V are the current and open voltage, respectively, in the SCLC region.[54] After

calculation, as shown in Figure 4f, the electron mobility was enhanced from 3.27 × 10-3

cm2 V-1 s-1 to 4.43 × 10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1 by making use of C60-2NH3, which mitigated the

accumulation of charge at the interface and facilitated the transfer of electrons.[55] This

improvement can be simply attributed to the fact that the addition of C60-2NH3 reduces
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the defects on the perovskite surface, suppresses non-radiative recombination, improves

film quality, and facilitates carrier transport. Interestingly, the grain size was not greatly

affected, as it is evident by the cross-sectional SEM images in Figure S27 (Supporting

Information). Finally, we prepared four films as shown in Figure S28 (Supporting

Information) to measure their conductivity, and to better understand the effect of

C60-2NH3 addition in the devices. Two of the films contain a layer of C60 for comparison

purposes. The conductivity of the films after the post-treatment were all higher than those

of the control films. Moreover, after evaporation of the C60, the conductivity was further

increased by an order of magnitude, consistent with the electron mobility results

discussed above.

Regarding the operational performance between the treated and untreated devices,

Figure 5a shows a substantial improvement in the average cell photovoltaic parameters of

the treated devices compared to the control group. We further investigated the effects of

various concentrations of C60-2NH3 on device performance, as evident in Figure S29 and

Table S8 (Supporting Information). Upon analysis, the determination of the optimal

post-processing concentration of C60-2NH3 was found to be 0.75 mg/ml. This

concentration yielded champion devices, as depicted in Figure 5b, showcasing a VOC of

0.86 V, a JSC of 30.79 mA cm-2, an FF of 81.84%, and a champion PCE of 21.64%. In

addition, we assessed the stability of the control and target devices over ten minutes,

giving rise to an SPO efficiency of 18.38% and 21.32% (Figure 5c). The devices'

performance was further validated by the EQE spectra (Figure 5d), confirming a JSC of

30.3 mA cm-2, consistent with the values obtained from J-V measurements. Beyond

efficiency, the C60-2NH3 treatment significantly improved film and device stability. As
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depicted in Figure S30 (Supporting Information), the target films exhibited minimal

changes in absorption and surface topography even after 13 days of storage in air with

high moisture levels (RH = 50-70%). In contrast, control films displayed noticeable

degradation, evident in the disappearance of absorption related to mixed Sn-Pb perovskite

compounds. These results confirmed that the C60-2NH3 post-treatment enhances the film's

air and moisture stability, thereby helping to improve the stability of our devices. To

validate this in device assembly, both control and target devices were placed in a nitrogen

environment within a glove box. Apparently, the target devices retained approximately

90% of their initial efficiency after 2400 hours (Figure 5e). In comparison, the control

device maintained only 90% of its initial efficiency after 600 hours. Moreover, we

performed the maximum power point (MPP) tracking at around 55°C without a cooling

system. As depicted in Figure S31 (Supporting Information), the control device could

only retain approximately 75% of its initial efficiency after 140 hours of operation. In

comparison, the target device could maintain 91% of its initial efficiency under the same

conditions, affirming the effectiveness of our C60-2NH3 surface modification strategy in

enhancing stability. Consequently, the introduction of C60-2NH3 significantly enhanced

both the efficiency and stability of ideal-bandgap PSCs. Given its significance, we

anticipate that our strategy, involving a newly developed surface passivation layer along

with the first-reported 2D material featuring a C60 functional group, holds great potential

for enhancing solar cell performance within the broader perovskite community, especially

for devices using C60 as the electron transport layers. This approach may not only impact

surface passivation but also extend to bulk perovskites, potentially leading to the

formation of mixed 2D/3D perovskites in the bulk.
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3. Conclusions

The motivation behind our work stemmed from the need to develop next-generation

multifunctional PSC interlayer materials in single-crystal form, that would allow the

study and elucidation of structure-property relationships in a concrete way. Their

presence would enhance PSCs performance by improving interlayer interactions within

the device, thus facilitating interlayer carrier transport.

Towards this end, by means of molecular and crystal engineering, we designed and

synthesized the first member of a new family of crystalline fullerene-based metal halide

semiconductors (FMHS), namely (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. The material is a 2D semiconductor

featuring a type-II band alignment, with a conduction band dominated by the C60-2NH3

molecule states. At the same time, a reduced dielectric contrast between the organic and

the inorganic layers is also predicted as compared to conventional 2D halide perovskites,

which could facilitate carrier transport. To test our hypothesis, we utilized the

functionalized C60-2NH3 as an interlayer among the 3D perovskite light-absorbing layer

and the C60 ETL. Our studies demonstrated that locally at the interface a thin 2D

(C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 layer on top of the 3D perovskite layer can be formed. The reduced

dielectric confinement within the material's sublayers and the compound's high affinity

for adjacent device layers were expected to promote significant carrier transport. Indeed,

C60-2NH3 presence had a series of positive repercussions that improved both device

efficiency and stability. By utilizing a battery of characterization techniques, we

identified that it suppressed PbI2 segregation and Sn4+ formation, enhanced band energy

alignment among the layers, promoted charged transport and extraction, and reduced the
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number of traps and defects. Corresponding features were translated into a champion

efficiency of 21.64%, as compared to 18.87% for the non-treated device. In terms of

long-term operational stability, the treated device maintained 90% of its initial efficiency,

after being stored in a glove box under an N2 environment for 2400 h. In addition, MPP

tracking experiments at around 55°C without a cooling system, revealed that the target

device retained 91% of its initial efficiency after 140 hours of operation. This poses a

significant improvement over the control device, which maintained just 75% of its initial

efficiency under the same conditions.

We expect the new family of crystalline FMHS materials to offer opportunities

beyond photovoltaics, including catalysis, transistors, and supercapacitors.

4. Experimental Section

Experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information.
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Figure 1. (a) Part of the layered structure of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6viewing along the a-axis and
(b) the (110) plane. Adjacent inorganic layers lay at a distance of 20 Å. (c) A single
inorganic layer consisting of corner-sharing [Pb4I16]8- tetramers. (d) Structural
configuration of the [Pb4I16]8- tetramers presenting the octahedral connectivity and
representative Pb-I bond lengths.
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Figure 2. (a) Part of the organic sublayers of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 viewing along the b-axis
and (b) c-axis. C60-2NH3 molecules feature an anti-configuration laying at a distance of
3.2 Å in-plane, and at 3.7 Å out-of-plane, indicative of the extensive π-π interactions. (c)
The packing configuration of C60-2NH3 resembles the packing of crystalline C60. (d)
Calculated band structure of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 using HSE06 correction for the band gaps
(see Supporting Information). (e) Band structure of the [Pb2I6]2– moiety where molecular
cations are emulated by Cs+ atoms. (f) Band structure of the organic layer with –NH3

+

group substituted by –CH3 to ensure charge neutrality in the system. (g) Band alignment
between the inorganic and organic layers of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 showing a type-II
alignment. (h) High-frequency dielectric profile along the stacking axis exhibiting a
smaller dielectric contrast than for classical layered halide perovskites.
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Figure 3. (a) Device architecture of the prepared FA0.6MA0.4Pb0.7Sn0.3I3 perovskite solar
cells. (b) Schematic representation of the surface passivation mechanism of Sn-Pb
perovskite thin film grains introduced with C60-2NH3. There is reduced dielectric
confinement of the generated carriers in (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6, while the 2D material features
high affinity for both the ETL (π-π interactions) and light absorbing layer (electrostatic
interactions). Therefore, the presence of a thin layer of (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6 can act as a
passivating layer facilitating carrier transport between the 3D perovskite and the ETL. (c)
XRD patterns of Sn-Pb perovskite films without and with C60-2NH3 post-treatment at
different concentrations. SEM images of control (d) perovskite films and C60-2NH3
post-treated (e) perovskite films. (f) Schematic band energy levels change of Sn-Pb
ideal-bandgap PSCs with and without C60-2NH3 post-treatment. KPFM images of Sn-Pb
perovskite films without (g) and with C60-2NH3 (h) post-treatment. (i) XPS spectra of Pb
4f for Sn-Pb perovskite films with and without C60-2NH3 post-treatment.
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Figure 4. (a) Light intensity-dependent VOC changes and slope of the linear fit. (b)
Nyquist plots of control and target devices at 0.5 V in the dark. (c) Dark J-V curves of
PSCs in control and target devices. (d) Mott-Schottky curves of PSCs with and without
C60-2NH3 post-treatment. (e) Dark J-V responses of single-cavity devices of perovskite
films with and without C60-2NH3 post-treatment (f) Electron mobility of perovskite films
with and without C60-2NH3 post-treatment using space charge-limited current (SCLC).
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of various photovoltaic parameters between control and target
PSCs. (b) J-V curves of control and champion PSCs. (c) SPO efficiency of control and
target PSCs. (d) EQE spectrum of control and target PSCs. (e) Normalized PCE decay
curves for unencapsulated devices stored in an N2-filled glove box.
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TOC

TOC narrative

The study reports the synthesis of the first crystalline fullerene-based metal halide
semiconductor, namely (C60-2NH3)Pb2I6. Utilization of the C60-2NH3I2 adducts as an
interfacial layer in mixed Pb-Sn perovskite solar cells substantially improved both carrier
transport and device stability. This work sets the foundation for the development of a new
family of multifunctional materials, namely Fullerene Metal Halide Semiconductors
(FMHS).
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